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Abstract. The windspeedand significant
waveheight(H1/3) dependencies
of the sea state bias in altimeter estimates of sea level, expressed in the form

AhssB-- bHi/3, areexamined
fromleastsquares
analysis
of 21 cyclesof collinear

TOPEX data. The bias coefficientb is found to increasein magnitude with increasing

windspeedup to about12 m s-1 and decrease
monotonically
in magnitudewith
increasing
Hi/3. A parameterization
of b as a quadraticfunctionof windspeed
only, as in the formulation used to produce the TOPEX geophysicaldata records

(GDRs),is significantly
betterthan a parameterization
purelyin termsof Hi/3.
However, a four-parametercombinedwind speedand wave height formulation for

b (quadratic
in windspeedpluslinearin Hi/3) significantly
improves
the accuracy
of the sea state bias correction. The GDR formulation in terms of wind speed only
should therefore be expanded to account for a wave height dependenceof b. An
attempt to quantify the accuracyof the sea state bias correctionAhssB concludes

that theuncertainty
is a disconcertingly
large1%of Hi/3.
1.

and Lipa [1985]and $rokosz[1986]providea theoreti-

Introduction

The seastate bias (SSB) remainsthe altimeterrange

cal basis for this formalism.
Altimetric
of sea level can thus be written as

measurements

correction that is least understood theoretically. Qualhmeas
= htrueq- herrorq-AhssB,
(la)
itatively, it is known that altimetric estimates of sea
level are biased low becauseof a greater backscattered where
power per unit surface area from wave troughs than
AhssB= bill/3
(lb)
from wave crests. Although there have been signifi- is the sea state bias, htrueis the true sealevel, and herror
cant advancementsin the theoretical understanding of includes all sources of measurement error other than the

this bias [e.g., Jackson,1979; Barrick and Lipa, 1985; seastatebias. As summarized
by Chelton[1988],AhssB
$rokosz, 1986, 1987; Lagerloef, 1987; Rodriguez, 1988;
expressed
in the form (lb) includesthe electromagnetic
Fu and Glazman,1991],empiricalmodelsderivedfrom (EM) bias, the tracker bias, and any contributionof
analysesof satellite, aircraft and tower-basedaltimeter
the skewness
bias that is proportionalto H1/3. The
measurements
continue to offer the most accurate essea state bias likely dependson characteristicsof the
timates of the sea state bias presently available. The

wavefield otherthan H1/3, but this is the only wave
uncertaintyof the seastatebiasis large(comparable
to characteristiceasily and unambiguouslyextracted from
the orbit error for TOPEX/POSEIDON). Assessmentaltimeter data.
of the accuracy of the sea state bias correction is therefore important to all scientificapplicationsof the data.
The objective of this study is to obtain an empirical

For the NASA production of TOPEX interim geo-

physicaldata records(IGDRs), Heviziet al. [1993]de-

velopedan expressionfor the seastate bias coefficientb
basedon a synthesisof all availableseastate bias studter (hereinafterreferredto as TOPEX) on board the iesfrom aircraft, tower, and Geosataltimeter data. The
TOPEX/POSEIDON satellite.
form adopted is a quadratic functionof wind speedu,
estimate

of the sea state bias from the NASA

altime-

Becauseall empirical studieshave found that the sea
state biasincreaseswith increasingwaveheight,the bias
is traditionally formulated as a linear function of sig-

b(u)= ao+ al• q-a2u2ß

(2)

nificantwaveheightH1/3, whichcorresponds
approxi- On the basis of additional aircraft data and preliminary
of TOPEX IGDR data,the Heviziet al. [1993]
matelyto 4 timesthe standarddeviationof the seasur- analyses
face elevation within the altimeter footprint. Barrick

coefficientsao, al, and a2 were adjusteda small amount

to obtain the values listed in Table I that were used in

Paper number 94JC02113.

the productionof the NASA geophysicaldata records
(GDRs).
There is some lingering uncertainty about the rele-
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vance of the sea state bias in the •10-m footprint radar
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Table 1. The Parametersof the QuadraticWind SpeedDependentModel b = ao+ alu -•-a2u2 for the SeaState
Bias Coefficient
Collinear

GD R
a0
a•

-0.0029
-0.0038

a•.
VAR

Crossover

Regression
-0.0047
-0.0038

Regression

-•- 0.0086
-•- 0.0007

0.0036 -•- 0.007
-0.0045 -•- 0.0008

1.55x10
-4

(1.6•- 0.3)x 10-4

(1.9•- 0.3)x 10-4

7.67

7.67

7.35

The three valuesfor eachparametercorrespond
to (1) the valuesusedin the GDR processing,
(2) the valuesderived
hereby regression
analysisof collinearTOPEX Data, and (3) the valuesderivedby Gasparet al. [thisissue]by regression
analysisof crossover
differenceTOPEX data. The bottom row of the table givesthe reducedvariance(VAR) of sealevel
in cm •' after removal of the sea state bias.

measurements

from aircraft

and towers to that in the

much larger -•10-km footprint satellite altimeter measurements. Moreover, the parameter spacespannedby
the geographicallyand temporally limited aircraft and
tower data does not include the full range of conditions
sampled globally by a satellite altimeter. These concerns,plusthe somewhatwizardly heritageof the GDR
sea state bias algorithm, beg an empirical determination of the sea state bias from in-orbit

TOPEX

GDR

data.

The objective of this study is thus to examine the
validity of the GDR sea state bias algorithm by investigating the sea state bias as a function of both wind
speedand wave height from collinear analysisof 21 repeat cyclesof TOPEX data. This study compliments
a similar empirical determination of sea state bias by
Gasparet al. [this issue]who useda completelyindependent approach based on crossoverdifferences. Indeed, the present study was largely motivated by the
surprisingwind speedand wave height dependenciesof
the sea state bias coefficientobtained by Gaspar et al.,

radar crosssection(s0) usingthe modifiedCheltonand
Wentz (MCW) wind speedmodel functiondeveloped
for the Geosataltimeterby Witter and Chelton[1991a].
A 0.7-dB bias was subtracted from the TOPEX s0 values in the GDRs in order to obtain a probability distribution function of s0 consistent with that of Geosat.
The problem of uncertainties in the reference level

(the marinegeoid)in altimetersealevelestimatescan
be dealt with in collinear analysis by two methods.
One approach is to eliminate the geoid by analyzing
collinear differences between individual

tracks.

Another

approach is to compute and remove the mean sea level
at eachobservationlocation, thus eliminating the geoid.
Although there are merits to both approaches,the latter method

was used here. The sea state bias coefficient

was then estimated

from the residual

data as described

in detail in the following sections. The method thus
requires interpolating the TOPEX data to a fixed grid
along the repeating satellite ground track in order to facilitate calculation of the spatially dependent mean sea
level. This was achieved by linear interpolation of the

H1/3 and s0 data to approximately
7-kminteras discussed in section 5. The collinear analysis pre- hmeas,
sented here provides an independent corroboration of vals, as previouslydescribedfor Geosatby Zlotnicki et
the Gaspar et al. crossoverresults.
al. [1990].
With all previousaltimeterdata, errorsin orbit height
havebeensolarge(of order50 cm or more)that it has

2. Data Processing

been necessaryalso to removeorbit errors from the sea

The data used in this study were obtained from cycles 9-30 of the TOPEX GDRs. Cycles 1-8 were not

levelestimates.An unsettlingresultobtainedindepen-

considered

sonalcommunication,1990)is that estimatesof the sea

because

of concerns that

the satellite

atti-

tude control problems experienced during this period
might affect the sea state bias estimation. Data from
the French POSEIDON altimeter, including all of repeat cycle 20, were also not considered because of insufficient data quantity to estimate the sea state bias
separately for POSEIDON by the collinear method used

dentlyby Zlotnickiet al. [1989]and B. Douglas(perstate bias coefficient b can be sensitive to the detailed

form of the orbit error correction.Fortunately,this issuecanbe avoidedwith TOPEX/POSEIDON data becausethe orbit errorsareonly3-4 cm [Tapleyet al., this
issue],and canthereforebe neglectedin the estimation
of sea state bias.

here.

The standardenvironmentalcorrections(wet anddry 3. Wind

Speed Dependence

tropospheric corrections,ionosphericcorrection, inverse
barometer correction, solid Earth tide correction, and 3.1. Nonparametric Approach
the extended Schwiderskioceantide corrections,includIdeally, a wind speeddependenceof the seastate bias
ing the loadingtide) were appliedto eachTOPEX sea
level estimate; only the sea state bias correction was coefficientb shouldbe determinednonparametrically,
omitted. All flagged TOPEX data were eliminated.
rather than by presupposinga functionaldependence
The wind speedsused here to estimate the sea state (e.g., quadratic,as in the GDR algorithm)on wind
bias

coefficient

were

calculated

from

the

normalized

speedand evaluatingthe coefficients
of the functionby
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regressionanalysis. This can be achieved by stratify-

-- htrue
'

ingcoincident
estimates
of hmeas
andH1/3 according
to

+ herror
'

in section

)

-

their correspondingwind speed u computed from •0 as
described

24,997

2.

(6)

In general, b cannot be passedthrough the angle
bracketson the right side of (6). However,if b is a

As noted in section 2, the mean value must be removed from hmeasseparately at each grid location k1,...,/4
because of uncertainties in the marine geoid.
In order to estimate the sea state bias empirically from
altimeter data, the mean value must also be removed

smoothly varying function of wind speed and the bin
width Au is sufficientlysmall, then the sea state bias
can be consideredconstantover the wind speedbin. In

this caseb(ui) canbe passedthroughthe anglebrackets
from the right sideof (la). Considera wind speedbin and (6) becomes
of width Au centered on ui. The mean value of the
measuredsea level, for example, within this wind speed
bin at location k can be expressedas

-- htrue(tkj,
ui)

herror(tkj
, ui)

.

-1 Nk(ui)

(hmeas
(t/i)) k --

Nk(ui)]
• hraeas(tkj,
Ui)
. (3)

For application here, wind speed bins of width Au =

j=l

2 m s-1 were used.

The anglebracketswith subscriptk are shorthandno-

For estimation of the sea state bias coefficient,the
residualwave heightsfor eachwind speedbin at the difspeeddependenceinside the angle bracketsindicates ferentlocationsk werethen pooledoverall/4 grid locathat only the Nk(ui) observations
at locationk that tions. The resulting total number of observationtimes t
fall within the wind speedbin are includedin the mean.
inwindspeed
binuiisthusN(ui)- •kK=!Nk(ui).An
The meanvalueof (1) then becomes

tation for the mean value at location k and the wind

estimate
• oftheseastatebiascoefficient
at windspeed

(hmeas(t/,i)/k
-- (htrue(Ui)lk
-(herror(Ui)lk
.

ui was then computed from the residual data for each
wind speed bin by regressingthe pooled residual sea

(4)

level measurementson the pooled residualsignificant
wave
heights,as suggested
by (7), that is,
Definethe residuals(denotedby primes)of eachquantity in (I) at time t•j to bethe deviationsfromthe local
n'ms(t, -+
(S)
meanvaluesin (4), for example,
The residual true sea level and residual mean errors in

h/rneas(tkj,
ui) -- hmeas(tkj,
ui) - (hmeas(Ui)lk
. (5)

(7), as well as the misfit of the regression
model, are
included in the errors e. Note that it is necessaryto

The explicit dependenceon wind speed indicates that
the residualsare computedonly from observationswith-

assume
that H•/3 ande areuncorrelated
in orderto

• byminimizing
thesumofsquared
errorsin
in the wind speedbin. Then (4) canbe subtractedfrom evaluate
(8).
(1) to obtain
0.00
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Figure 1. The wind speeddependence
of the TOPEX GDR algorithm(thin solidline) and the
nonparametricestimateobtainedhere (heavysolidline). The incorrectestimatesbasedon the
methodof Witter and Chelton[1991b]are shownfor TOPEX and Geosatby the dashedand
dotted lines, respectively.
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asisthenonparametric
This nonparametricmethodof estimatingthe wind 14m s-1) rangeofwindspeeds,
speeddependence
of b haspreviouslybeenappliedto estimate in Figure 1.
The seastate bias(1) expressed
in termsof residuals
Geosatdata by Witter and Chelton[1991b].Unfortunately,that analysisis flawedin that the meanvalues is
-- htrue-[-herro
r -[-bill/3 (bH1/3}k (9)
in (4) werecomputed
at eachlocationk overall wind
speeds,rather than just overthe Nk(ui) wind speeds
that fell within the bin of width Au centered on ui.
The residualsin (9) differ from thosein (6) in that,
The resultingWitter and Chelton[1991b]estimatesof rather than being binned by wind speed,the mean valb(ui) for Geosatare shownby the dottedline in Fig- ues are computed over all N• observationsat location
ure 1. The TOPEX estimatesof b(ui) computedby the k, for example,
same(incorrect)methodare shownby the dashedline
h•meas(tkj)
-- hmeas(tkj)
- (hmeas)k, (10)
in Figure 1. Although neither of these estimatesof the
wind speed dependenceof the sea state bias coefficient
can be considered

where the mean value is defined as

valid because of the error in the comN•

putation of the residuals,there is at least somecomfort
in noting a general consistencybetweenthe resultsobtained

for Geosat

(hmeas}k
-- N•-i•-• hmeas(tkj). (11)

and TOPEX.

j=l

For correct application of the nonparametricmethod,

The apparent successof the quadratic function of

meanvalues(hmeas(Ui)lk
and(H1/3(Ui)lkat eachloca- wind speeddeducedfrom the nonparametric method in
tion k must be computed for each wind speedbin i from
only the Nk(ui) observations
that fall within the bin, as

section3.1 suggestsadopting the GDR anal•ical form

described above. This clearly imposesserioussampling (2) for b(u). Substitutioninto (9) gives
problems with a limited data set. For the 21 cycles
h•eas(tkj
) -- h•rue(tkj
) + h'error(tkj)
+ aoH•/3(tkj)
of data analyzed here, there are a maximum of 21 to-

+a•[u(t•j)H•/3(t•j)]t
+ a2[u2(t•j)H1/3(t•j)]
•, (12)

tal observationsat each grid locationk (fewer,in the
eventof data dropouts).This limited numberof obser-

vations is apportioned among the different wind speed where the primed square brackets are the residuals of
bins. Typically, several wind speed bins at a particu- the products inside of the brackets, for example,
lar location are empty. The sampling problems were
[u(t•)H•/a(t•j)]
• - u(t•j)H•/3(t•j)-(uH•/3}•.
(13)
addressedhere by discarding all observationsthat fell
within wind speed bin i at location k for which there

Theresiduals
t , H•/3,
t [uH•/3]
•
hmeas
t and[u2H•/3]
werefewerthan N•(ui) - 3 observations
overthe 21 cywere
computed
at
each
location
k
and
then
pooled
over
clesof data. For bins with N•(ui) _• 3 observations,
residual sea level estimatesand significantwave heights all K grid locations. The parametersa0, a• and a2 were
werecomputedand pooledfor the regression
model(8) then estimated from the pooled residualsby regressing
for wind speed bin i.
The resulting numbersof pooled residualwave height

h•

onthe otherthreeresiduals,
assuggested
by (12),

that is,

valuesN(ui)in thelowest
windspeed
bin(0-2 m s-•)
and in wind speedbinshigherthan 14 m s-• weretoo
small to obtain reliable estimates of b. The regression

estimates
•(ui)fortheotherwindspeed
binsareshown

- aoH/a(t)
+ a•[u(t)H•/3(t)]
t
+52[u2(t)H•/3(t)]t
+ e(t).
(14)

by the heavy solid line in Figure 1. For comparison,the Here the estimates of the true parameters a0, a l, and
quadratic GDR formulation is shownby the thin solid a2 have been denotedwith circumfiexes.As in (8), e
line. It is evident that the nonparametric estimates of includes the residual true se• level and residual meathe wind speed dependenceof b for wind speedsin the surementerrorsin (12), as well as the misfit of the rerange2-14 m s-• agreevery well with the GDR al- gressionmodel.
The least squares estimates of the parameters obgorithm. In contrast,the Witter and Chelton[1991b]
tained
by regressionanalysis of the full 21 cycles of
estimatesof b(u) are clearlyin error, evenshowingan
incorrect tendency for decreasingsea state bias with data considered here are listed in Table 1. The corresponding quadratic dependenceof the sea state bias
increasing wind speed.
coefficientis shown graphically by the heavy solid line
in
Figure 2a. It is difficult to quantify uncertaintiesin
3.2. Parametric Approach
these least squaresestimates. The classicalformalism
If an analyticalform is assumedfor the wind speed for determining confidenceintervals for the regression
dependenceof the sea state bias coefficient,the coef- parameters•sumes that the residualse(t) are statistificients of the analytical expressioncan be estimated cally independent. This is clearly not the casein the 7-

parametricallyby regression
analysiswithout the need km griddeddata analyzedheresincee(t) includeslargeto stratify the observationsaccordingto wind speed, scale true sea level and residual measurement errors.
In principal, the effective number of degreesof freeas in section 3.1. Such a parametric estimate has the
advantagethat it is not limited to the restricted(2- dom in the regressionmodel can be estimated from
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Figure 2. (a) The three-parameter
modelequation(2) for the seastatebiascoefficient
usedin
the TOPEX GDR algorithm(thin solidline), obtainedherefrom globalregression
analysisof
residual
collinear
TOPEX data(heavysolidline),andobtained
by Gasparet al. [thisissue]
from
regression
analysisof crossover
difference
TOPEX data (heavydashedline). The grayshaded
region representsthe il

standard deviation uncertaintyof the collinearregressionestimates

obtainedhere. (b) The percentages
of globalTOPEX observations
in wind speedbinsof width
2ms -•.

the decorrelation
lengthscaleof the residualse(t) as rameters. Each of the 21 cyclesof data analyzed in this
described,for example,by Chelton[1983]. Such an study was consideredto be an independent realization
approachcould be applied to account for the "redun- and the regression(14) was performedseparatelyfor
dancy" of the data along the satellite ground track. each cycle. The error bars listed in Table I represent
Adjusting the effectivedegreesof freedomto account the standard deviation of the 21 individual estimates
for correlationsbetweene(t) from neighboringground of the parameters. These error bars thus represent the
tracks that arise from the large zonal scalesof the true stability of the regressionmodel from one repeat cycle

sealevelandresidualmeasurement
errorsin e(t) is more

to the next.

problematic,as this requiresknowledgeof the spatial
The overall uncertainty of the sea state bias coeffiand temporaldecorrelationscales(equivalentto speci- cient as a function of wind speedwas obtained by comfying the full three-dimensional
wavenumber-frequencyputing the values of b from each of the 21 regression
spectrumof the residuals).
modelsat wind speedintervalsof I m s-•. The stanA morepracticaland conservative
approachwasused dard deviation of the 21 estimates in each wind speed
hereto estimatethe uncertaintiesof the regression
pa- bin, shown as a function of wind speed by the shaded

25,000
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area in Figure 2a, is approximately0.008 near the peak all three parameters are very nearly the same as the
of the wind speeddistribution shownin Figure 2b. This collinear least squares estimates, easily falling within
corresponds
to a sea state bias uncertaintyof 0.8% of the rangesof uncertainty of the least squaresestimates
H1/3, whichrepresents
an uncertainty
of 1.6cmin the obtainedhere. The reductionof sealevelvariance(botsea state bias correction ZX/•SSB
for a typical wave height tom row of Table 1) is the samefor both models.
For comparison, the quadratic wind speed depenof 2 m (seeFigure 3b below).
The agreementbetween the estimatesof the param- dence of the sea state bias coefficient estimated by
eters obtained here from regressionanalysis of global Gaspar et al. [this issue]from regressionanalysisof
residual collinear TOPEX

crossover difference

data and the values used in

TOPEX

data is also listed in Ta-

the GDR algorithm (listed in Table 1 and shownby ble 1 and shownby the heavy dashedline in Figure 2a.
the thin solid line in Figure 2a) is remarkable,if not The crossoverestimate is everywhere smaller in magsomewhat coincidental given the large uncertainty of nitude than the GDR and collinear estimates but falls
the least squares estimate of a0; the GDR values of within the +1 standard deviation range of uncertainty
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Figure 3. (a) The two-parameter
modelequation(15) for the seastatebiascoefficient
obtained
here from regression
analysisof residualcollinearTOPEX data (heavysolidline) and obtained
by Gasparet aL [thisissue]fromregression
analysisof crossover
difference
TOPEX data (heavy
dashedline). The incorrectestimates
basedon the methodof Witter and •l•e•tor•[1991b]are
shownfor TOPEX and Geosatby the thin dashedand dotted lines, respectively.The gray shaded
region representsthe +1 standard deviation uncertainty of the collinear regressionestimates

obtainedhere. (b) The percentages
of globalTOPEX observations
in waveheightbinsof width
0.5 m.
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of the collinear least squaresestimates obtained here. Table 2. The Parameters of the Wave Height DepenThe difference is about 0.005 near the peak of the wind dentModel
b - aoq-alH•2/a
fortheSeaStateBias
speed distribution. It is noteworthy that the uncertain- Coefficient
ties of the regressioncoefficientsobtained by Gaspar et
Collinear
Crossover
al. are nearly identical to those obtained here. The two
Regression
Regression
totally independent approachesfor estimating the sea
state bias thus produce very similar results.
a0
-0.037 q- 0.007
-0.037 q- 0.004
The large uncertainty of the collinear regressionestia,
(2.5q-0.8)x 10-4
(2.9q-0.7)x 10-4
mate &0 merits additional discussion. This constant off-

set term in the regressionis apparently much lessrobust
than the wind speed coefficients•1 and &2. This was
investigatedin greater detail by separatingthe TOPEX
data set into two subsets and performing the threeparameter regressionon each half of the data. Bias
coefficients estimated separately from observations in
the northern and southern hemisphereshad virtually
the same values of •1 and 52, but the two estimates
of &0 differed by about 0.01. Similar results were obtained when bias coefficientswere estimated separately
from the even and odd cycles of data. For a typical
significant wave height of 2 m, a change of 0.01 in 50
correspondsto a 2-cm changein the sea state bias correction AhssB.

4. Wave Height Dependence
Becausethe quadratic wind speedformulation for the
sea state bias coefficientb is purely empirical, it is pru-

VAR

7.30

7.16

The two values for each parameter correspondto (1)
the values derived here by regression analysis of collinear

TOPEX data and (2) the valuesderivedby Gasparet al.
[this issue]by regressionanalysisof crossoverdifference
TOPEX

data. The bottom row of the table gives the re-

ducedvariance(VAR) of aealevelin cm2 afterremovalof
the sea state

bias.

here from regression analysis of the residual collinear
TOPEX data using the method describedin section 3.2

are listedin Table2. The resultingH•/s dependence
of the sea state bias, shown by the heavy solid line
in Figure 3a, decreasesin magnitude with increasing

H1/s. The +1 standarddeviationuncertaintyof the
two-parameterbias coefficient(shownby the shaded
area in Figure 3a) is about 0.007 near the peak of the
wave height distribution shown in Figure 3b.
For comparison the estimates of the parameters ob-

tained by Gaspar et al. [this issue]from regression
dent alsoto investigatethe possibilityof a wave height analysis of crossoverdifference TOPEX data are listed
dependence. Witter and Chelton[1991b]have previ- in Table 2 and the resulting sea state bias coefficient
ouslyderivednonparametric
estimates
of b(H1/3)for is shown by the heavy dashed line in Figure 3a. The
Geosat. As shown by the dotted line in Figure 3a, collinear and crossoverregressionestimates of the pathey obtained an approximate constant -0.035 for wave rametersof the model(15) are virtually identical.The
heightssmallerthan about 3 m; for larger waveheights, collinearestimatesaccountfor a slightlygreater (but
b decreased
in magnitudewith increasing
H•/3. The probablynot statisticallysignificant)reductionof colTOPEX estimates
of b(H1/3)computed
by the same linear sealevelvariance(bottom row of Table 2).
method are shown by the thin dashedline in Figure 3a.
It is evident from Figure 3 that a linear dependence
The TOPEX and Geosat results differ in detail, but the
two estimates are qualitatively consistent: both are similar in magnitude and both generally decreasein magnitude with increasingwave height.
As discussedin section 3.1, the residualswere calcu-

lated incorrectlyby Witter and Chelton[1991b]. The
dotted and thin dashed lines in Figure 3a therefore
cannot be considered valid. Unfortunately, the nonparametric method outlined in section 3.1 cannot be

usedto determine
the H1/a dependence
of the seastate
bias;stratifyingcoincident
estimates
of hmeas
andH1/a
intoH1/3 binsyieldsresidualH•/a valueswith dynamic
rangelimitedto thewidthoftheH1/a bins.Thisresults

of b on H1/3 wouldhaveworkednearlyas well as the
second-order dependence considered here. A similar
conclusionwas reached from the crossoveranalysis by

Gasparet al. [thisissue].The second-order
dependence
was used here to enable a comparison of the collinear
results with the crossoverresults presented by Gaspar
et al. This two-parameter model will be replaced with
an improved regressionmodel in the next section.
An interesting point that can be noted from Figure 3a

is that, although somewhatsmaller in magnitude,the

incorrectnonparametric
estimates
of b(H•/a) obtained
by Witter and Chelton[1991b]are fortuitouslysimilar

to the two parametric estimates. They speculatedthat
in very unstable least squaresestimates of b within each the apparent decreasein sea state bias with increasing
H1/a bin.
wave height was attributable to the large attitude errors
A wave height dependenceof the sea state bias coeffi- in the Geosat data. As attitude errors for TOPEX are
cientb in (9) mustthereforebe investigatedparametri- very small during the cycles 9-30 analyzed here, the
callyfora specified
analytical
formforb(H1/a).Gaspar wave height dependencededucedfrom both Geosat and
et al. [thisissue]haveproposed
a two-parameter
model TOPEX data evidently cannot be attributed to attitude
of the form
errors. It must representa real wave height dependence

b(H1/3)
-- ao+ allis2/3
ß

(15)

of the sea state

bias.

The usual method of evaluating the relative accuracy
The estimatesof the parametersof this model obtained of two regressionmodels is to compare the reduction of
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Figure 4. Maps of (a) the meanand (b) the standarddeviationof the differences
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AhssB-- bill/3 in centimeters
obtainedusingthe collinear
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modelequation(15) for the bias
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varianceobtainedusingeachmodel (seebottom rows dard deviations in Figure 4b are in excessof 1 cm everyof Tables1 and 2). The reductionof variancefor the where outside of the tropics, it can be concluded that
three-parameter
wind speeddependentmodel(2) con- the models(2) and (15) are significantlydifferentfor
sideredin section3.2 is 5% greater than that of the two-

altimetric studies of both the mean and time-varying

parameterwave height dependentmodel (15). With- ocean circulation. Becauseit accountsfor a greater reout knowing the effectivenumber of degreesof freedom ductionof the variance,the three-parametermodel(2)
of the statistical estimates(for the reasonsdiscussedis the better model for the sea state bias coefficient b.
in section3.2), it is difficultto ascertainwhetherthis The differencesin Figure 4 can therefore be interpreted
differenceis statistically significant. A pragmatic ap- asindicativeof errorsin the two-parametermodel(15).
proach is to examine the differences between the sea
state bias corrections AhssB obtained using the two 5. Combined Wind Speed and Wave
models. As a somewhat arbitrarily adopted threshold,
Height Dependence
differencesexceeding 1 cm will be consideredstatistically significant. This value was chosento be commenThe attributes of the wind speedand wave height desurate with the mission objectives of achieving better
pendent models for the sea state bias coefficient b prethan 1-cm accuracy for each of the TOPEX range corsentedin sections3 and 4 are very perplexing. The wind
rections.
speed dependent model exhibits an increase in b with
The mean and standard deviation of the differences

between the sea state bias corrections obtained using
the two models were computed at each grid location.
Contour maps of the results are shown in Figure 4. It
is evident from Figure 4a that the three-parameter correctionsare consistentlysmaller in magnitude than the

increasing
windspeedup to about12 m s-1, consistent

with previous aircraft and tower radar measurements.
Wind speed and significant wave height are positively

correlatedwith a correlationof 0.74 (Table 3). One
would therefore expect b also to increase with increas-

two-parametercorrections(resultingin positivediffer- ing H1/3, but this is oppositewhat is observed.The
sameresultswere obtainedby Gasparet al. [this isenceseverywhere,sinceboth sea state bias coefficients
sue],althoughthey did not discussthe paradoxof the
are negative);the mean differences
range from about
seeminglyinconsistentdependenceof b on wind speed
2.4 cm to 3.2 cm, with the largest differencesoccurring
and wave height. Evidently, important independent inin regionsof low wind speed.A geographically
uniform formation about the sea state bias is contained in the
mean differencewould have no effect on geostrophicvelocities estimated from altimeter data. The magnitude
of the mean difference is therefore not nearly as impor-

wind speed and wave height data.
This suggestsconsideringhigher-order models for b
that include both wind speed and significant wave
tant as spatial variability of the mean difference. In
height. Least squaresestimation of the parametersof
regionsof stronghorizontalgradientsof the mean difsuch higher-order models is tricky, however,becauseof
ferences,which generallycoincidewith regionsof strong
the high correlations between the various linear and
gradientsin the windfield(Figure4a), the twoseastate nonlinear combinations of wind speed and significant
bias correctionsresult in different mean geostrophicvewaveheight (seeTable 3). The uncertaintiesin the relocity fields.
gressionestimates of the parameters increasewith the
For altimetric studiesof sea level variability, the mean
number of parameters included in the model or when
difference between the two sea state bias corrections is
the correlations between regressionvariables are high
not a concernbecauseit is removed along with all other
time-invariant

contributions

to the altimetric

estimates

(e.g., section7 of Chelton[1983]). The numberof pa-

rameters in these higher-order models must therefore

of sea level. For variability studies,only the standard be restricted.
deviation shown in Figure 4b is important. The stanGasparet al. [thisissue]conducted
a thoroughsearch
dard deviation rangesfrom a minimum of about 0.4 cm
of parameter space and concludedthat the best fourin the tropics to a maximum of 1.8 cm in the westerly
parameter model for the sea state bias coefficient b in
wind belts.
(9) basedon their crossover
analysiswas
In considerationof the geographicalvariability of the
mean differencesin Figure 4a and the fact that the stan-

-

This

Table 3. The Symmetric 4 x 4 Matrix of CrossCorre-

model

+

is a defensible

+

choice

+

ß

as it combines

the

quadratic dependenceon wind speedevident from Fig-

lationsBetweenWind Speed(u), Wind SpeedSquared, ures 1 and 2 and the approximate linear dependenceon

Significant
WaveHeight(//1/3), andSignificant
Wave wave height evident from Figure 3. The intent here is

Height Squared

u

u2

H1/3

H•/a

not to duplicatethe Gasparet al. [thisissue]screening

u

u2

H1/a

H•/a

1.00

0.96

0.74

0.68

1.00

0.78

0.75

1.00

0.95

of regressionvariables based on collinear analysis. Indeed, strong argumentscan be made against the virtue
of systematicallyexamining all possiblefour-parameter
regressionmodels to find the one model that yields

the smallestmean squareresiduals[e.g., Davis, 1977;

1.00 Barnett and Hasselmann,1979; Hasselmann,1979].
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Table 4. The Parameters of the Wind Speedand Wave deviationuncertainty(Figure5b) obtainedherefor the
HeightDependent
Modelb= ao+ a•u+ a2u2-]-aaH•/a collinear estimates. As with the other two regression
for the Sea State Bias Coefficient
modelsconsideredhere, the uncertaintiesof the regresCollinear

Crossover

Regression

Regression

ao
a•

-0.027 + 0.016
-0.0028 + 0.0009

-0.019 + 0.009
-0.0037 + 0.0008

a2

(1.0q-0.3)x 10-4

(1.4q-0.3)x 10-4

a3

0.0028 q- 0.0012

0.0027 q- 0.0011

VAR

8.04

7.87

The two valuesfor each parametercorrespondto (1)

sioncoefficients
obtainedby Gasparet al. [thisissue]
from crossoveranalysis are very similar to those obtained here by collinear analysis.

The collinearthree- and four-parametermodels(16)
and (2) can be evaluatedas in section4 by examining
the differences

between

the sea state bias corrections

AhssB obtained using the two models. Contour maps
of the mean and standard

deviation

of the differences

are shown in Figure 7. Similar to the comparisonin

the values derived here by regressionanalysisof collinear Figure 4 between the two- and three-parametermod-

TOPEX data and (2) the valuesderivedby Gasparet al. els, the differencesare dominatedby a mean difference
[1994]by regression
analysis
of crossover
difference
TOPEX that rangesfrom about 2.2 cm in the western tropics
data. The bottom row of the table gives the reduced vari-

within each ocean basin to about 3.0 cm in the westerly

ance(VAR)ofsealevelin cm2 afterremoval
oftheseastate wind belts (Figure 7a). The spatialgradientsof this
bias.
mean differenceare generally smaller than in Figure 4.
Consequently,the mean geostrophicvelocity fields are
The problemis that the likelihoodof findinga regres- only moderatelysensitiveto the differencesbetweenthe
three- and four-parameter sea state bias models.
sion variable that is correlated with the sea state bias
Equatorward of about 30ø, the standarddeviationof
purelyby chanceoverthe sampledatasetincreases
with
the
differences between the three- and four-parameter
the numberof potential regressionvariablesconsidered.
models
(Figure 7b) is spatiallyuniformwith a valueof
This complicatesdetermination of the effectsof samabout
0.4
cm. At higher latitudes, the standard devipling errors on the uncertaintiesof the regressionpaation
increases
to about 1.2 cm in the westerly wind
rameters. The objective here is thereforeto adopt the
Gasparet al. four-parametermodel(16) developed
from belts of both hemispheres. It can be concludedthat
crossoveranalysis of TOPEX data and use collinear the greater reductionof variancefor the four-parameter

analysisto providetotally independentestimatesof the
regressionparametersa0, a•, a2, and aa.
The estimatesof the parametersof the model (16)
obtained here from regressionanalysisof the residual
collinear TOPEX

data are listed in Table 4 and the

model (16) comparedwith the three-parameter
model
(2) (seebottomrowsof Tables4 and 1) is statistically
significant according to the 1-cm differencecriterion
adopted in section 4. The four-parameter model for
the sea state bias coefficientb is therefore significantly
better than the three-parameter GDR model.

correspondingbias coefficientis contouredas a function of wind speedand wave height in Figure 5a. The
four-parametermodel combinesthe attributes of the
separatewind speed and wave height modelsconsid- 6.

Summary

and Conclusions

ered in sections 3.2 and 4: b increaseswith increasing

windspeedup to about12 m s-• anddecreases
mono-

The sea state bias in altimeter

estimates

of sea level

tonically with increasingwave height. The +1 stan- has been modeled in this study in the traditional way
dard deviation uncertainty of the four-parameter bias as AhssB= bH•/3, whereH•/3 is the significant
wave

coefficient
(contoured
in Figure5b) is about0.011near height. Three different parameterizations of the bias
the peak of the joint distribution of wind speedand coefficientb were consideredand the parameters of the
wave height shownin Figure 5c. The resultinguncer- various models were estimated by least squaresregres-

tainty of 1.1%of H•/a for the seastatebiascorrection sion of residual collinear TOPEX data after removing
AhssBislargerthantheuncertainty
of0.8%ofH•/3 ob- appropriate mean values at each gridded data location.
tained for the three-parametermodel. This reflectsthe

The three-parameter model in terms of wind speed

above noted effects of the increased number of param-

only (section3.2) is significantlybetter than the two-

eters and the high correlationbetweenthe regression parameter
modelin termsof H•/3 only(section
4). The
two separate models indicate that b increaseswith invariables(seeTable 3).
wind speedup to about12 m s-• anddecreases
For comparison,the estimatesof the four parameters creasing

obtainedby Gasparet al. [thisissue]from regressionmonotonically
with increasing
H•/3. This conclusion
is
analysisof crossoverdifferenceTOPEX data are also evidently robust, as the sameresults have been obtained
listed in Table 4 and the correspondingbias coefficientis by Gasparet al. [thisissue]froma completelyindepencontouredin Figure 6a. As with the modelsconsidered
in sections3.2 and 4, the collinear and crossoverregressionestimatesof the four-parametermodelfor b are very
similar. The difference(Figure6b) is only about0.003
near the peakof the joint distributionof wind speedand
wave height,which easilyfalls within the :El standard

dent analysis using TOPEX crossoverdifferences. In
considerationof the high positive correlation between

wind speedand H•/3, the oppositedependencies
of b
on increasing
wind speedand increasing
H•/3 are perplexing. The sea state bias coefficientmust depend on
both wind speed and wave height. Purely empirical
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leigure 5. Contour plots of the wind speedand significantwave height dependenceof (a)
the four-parametermodel equation(16) for the sea state bias coefficientobtainedhere from
regression
analysisof residualcollinearTOPEX data, (b) the =hi standarddeviationuncertainty
of the collinearregressionestimatesobtainedliere, and (c) the percentages
of global TOPEX

observations
forwindspeedbinsof width2 rn s-1 andwaveheightbinsof width0.5 m. Shading
in Figures 5a and 5b representsthe region in Figure 5c with wind speedand wave height bins
containinglessthan 1% of the global TOPEX data.
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Figure 6. Contourplotsof the windspeedandsignificant
waveheightdependence
of (a) the
four-parameter
modelequation(16) for the seastatebiascoefficient
obtainedby Gasparet al.

[thisissue]fromregression
analysis
of crossover
difference
TOPEX data. (b) The difference

betweenthe collinearandcrossover
estimates
of the four-parameter
modelshownin Figures5a
and 6a, respectively.The shadingin both plotsrepresents
the regionin Figure5c with wind
speedand waveheightbinscontaininglessthan 1% of the globalTOPEX data.
models such as those considered here cannot elucidate

Considerable
attentionhasbeendevotedin thisstudy

the physical basis for these effects.

to the uncertaintiesof the empiricalmodelsfor b. As

A four-parametermodel for b that incorporatesthe
combined effects of wind speed and wave height was
consideredin section 5. The estimatesof the four parameters obtained here by collinear regressionanalysis
are very nearly the same as those estimated indepen-

propriate sincethe residualsof the regressionmodels
arenot all statisticallyindependent.The approachused

discussed
in section3.2, classical
techniques
arenot ap-

herewasto partitionthe full data setinto 21 subsets,
definedby the boundaries
of the 10-dayTOPEX repeat

dentlyby Gasparet al. [thisissue]by regression
analy- cycles. The uncertaintiesof the parameterestimates
sis of crossoverdifferences.The four-parametermodel werethen determinedfrom the variabilityof the pawas shown to be significantly better than the three- rameters obtained from the 21 subsets of data. This
parametermodel (whichis the formulationusedto pro- approacheffectivelytreats each cycleas an indepen-

ducethe geophysical
data records).Over muchof the

dentrealization,thusprovidinga conservative
measure

world ocean, the standard deviation of the differences of the stability of the parameter estimates.
betweenthe bias correctionsAhssB obtained usingthe
The conclusions
of the error analysesare that the untwo models is small. In regionsof high wind speed and certaintyof the seastate biascorrectionAhsss is about
wave height, however, the differencesexceed I cm. The 1%of H•/3. Mostof thisuncertainty
appears
to bein
GDR

formulation

for the sea state bias should therefore

the constantoffsetterm a0 in the regression.Uncer-

be expanded to accountfor the wave height dependence taintiesof this magnitudeare rather disturbing.For a
of b.

typicalsignificant
waveheightof 2 m, the uncertainty
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of AhssB is 2 cm, which representsthe largesterror in
the TOPEX error budget for the media correctionsof
the range measurements.Indeed, this error is nearly as
large as the 3 to 4-cm time dependent orbit errors in
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